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Abstract—Zinc oxide as a primary material for ultraviolet
detectors has shown to have a very high ratio of photo current
to dark current which makes it suitable for photodetectors. Au
Nanoparticles with specific diameters are exposed to improve
optical characteristics of ZnO-based photodetectors. They have
a high absorption coefficient, so charge transition is increased
and photo current will be amplified as a result. Optical
properties of photodetectors depend on nanoparticles
characteristic. For photodetectore application we need to
identify which of optical properties (scattering, absorption) are
beneficial and then design suitable nanoparticle to maximize
these effect while minimizing unwanted optical properties.
Effect of Nanoparticles on optical parameters of
photodetectors based on ZnO is discussed in this paper.

Keywords—nanoparticle(NP); dark current; absorption
coefficient; quantum efficiency

I. INTRODUCTION
Nanoparticles of metals have recently become the focus

of research because of their unique properties, which are
different from those of bulk materials. These properties
depend on the size, shape and differences in the
environments of nanoparticles. Although the influence of
size on the bulk material is negligible, optical properties of
nanoparticles depends on their shape and diameter. The size
induced properties of nanoparticles make them suitable for
many applications in various areas such as catalysis, optics,
and life environments [1].

Photovoltaic process consists of two phases: 1-
Absorption of photon and electron-hole pair. 2- Charges are
transferred to external contact. In the first stage, we need
device to have appropriate and optimal thickness in order to
absorb photons. It is necessary to have a diffusion length
larger than thickness size in stage two [2]. Therefore, there
is a relationship between absorption coefficient and optical
properties of semiconductor materials. Nanoparticles
increase the effective path length of light and ratio of area to
volume and act as optical traps [3].

The large area to volume ratio increases the carrier life
time and reduces the carrier transit time. Total transfer and
generated charges are increased and as a result, photo
current is amplified. When the detector channel is filled by
NP, problems of surface defects are still remained. Deep
traps in the NP increases the rise time transition charges
because first transition charges fill traps then a photo current
reaches its maximum value [4].

II. NANOPARTICLE CHARACTRISTIC
A. Optical properties

The optical properties of nanoparticle are determined by
localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR). When, we
refer to a surface Plasmon resonance that gives bright
colors. The LSPR depends on the size, shape and
differences in the environments of nanoparticles.

1) Shape: To explore the influence of nanoparticle shape
we will investigate the optical properties of various Au
nanoparticle with constant volume. The LSPR depends
strongly on shape. The effect of metal nanoparticle shape
has been investigated by simulation based on finit-diffrence
time domain (FDTD). Extinction cross section is shown in
Fig. 1.

Figure 1. FDTD Extinction simulation of Au nanoparticle with same
volume

2) Size: The optical properties of large and small
nanoparticles are completely different. The extinction cross
section of three different sizes of gold nanoparticles are
shown in Fig. 2. As the gold particles get larger, the
scattering portion of the extinction increases.

3) Dielectric environment: The optical properties of
metal nanoparticles are strongly sensitive to dielectric
environment which is useful for tuning their optical
properties. An increase of refractive index of medium
surrounding a nanoparticle result in a wavelength shift of
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the localized surface Plasmon. The sensitivity of
nanoparticles to dielectric environment changes is shown in
Fig. 3.

Figure2. The extinction cross section of three different sizes of Au
nanoparticles. (background index=3)

Figure 3. Extinction of Au nanoparticle as a function of surrounding
dielectric environment

B. Electrical characteristic
The dielectric function �(�) of metals is written

as � = �� + ��	, where 
� and � are the real and imaginary
parts of metal dielectric function. When the size of particle
becomes comparable to or smaller than the electron mean
effective free path, the electron mean effective free path is
smaller than that in the bulk material. The Drude dielectric
function is used for free electrons and given by [5]:

������(�) = 1 � ���
����Γ� (1)

�� =  !"#
$%&' (2)

Γ = *,-./ + 023
4 (3)

Where 56 is plasma frequency, Γ is the damping
constant in the Drude dielectric function, n is the electron
density of free electron, 78 is effective mass, A is
particle shape parameter and is taken as 1 for a spherical
particle, a is nanoparticle radius and 9: is Fermi velocity.
The parameters are used: ;< = 13.8 × 10BCDEF, *HIJK =
1.075 × 10NOsPQ, 9R = 1.39 × 10T m sU for a spherical
Au particle but the free electrons is lower for Au. Fig.4
shows that the real and imaginary parts of Drude
dielectric function for V = 400XY. In materials, the
contributions of free and interband electrons to Z([) can
be separated:

\(]) = ^_`ab(c) + def
ghijklnop� � ���

���	Γ
 (4)

Where ����(�) is the contribution of the interband
electron. Fig.5 shows that the real and imaginary parts of
dielectric function for � = 400��. When a small
nanoparticle is irradiated by light and the nanoparticle
size is much smaller than the wavelength of light, the
electric field of the light is constant, and so the interaction
of light with the nanoparticle can be analyzed in the quasi
static approximation (QSA) with the neglect of
electrodynamics. In order to extend the electrostatic
behavior to larger nanoparticles in which the electrostatic
approximation gradually fails, the modified long
wavelength approximation (MLWA) is employed in our
calculation to include the pertubative correction to the
electrostatic approximation [5].

Figure 4. The real and imaginary parts of Drude dielectric function for� = 400��.
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Figure 5. The real and imaginary parts of dielectric function for � =
400��.

The electrodynamic correction of MLWA can be
determined by:

� = �(� + ��� ) (5)
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Where ? is the particle polarizability, E is electric field,
P is induced polarization and �@ is the dielectric of the
embedding medium. When, � = �2�A the nanoparticle
polarizability will become very large. This is known as
surface Plasmon resonance. At the surface Plasmon
resonance can well exceed the geometrical of particle. In
such a case a substrate covered with density of particles
could completely absorb and scatter the incident light. For
light trapping it is important that scattering is more efficient
than absorption [6].

When the nanoparticle size increases, dynamic
depolarization occurs and conduction electrons across the
particle no longer move in stage. This leads to a reduction in
the depolarization field at the centre of the particle [6]. As a
result, there is a reduced restoring force and therefore a red-
shift in the particle resonance.

III. Photodetector based on ZnO

Direct band gap detectors have high quantum efficiency
which makes them appropriate for UV detectors.
Furthermore, a wide band-gap material decreases dark
current and also leads to bulk absorption of photons rather
than surface absorption.

Band-gap energy of ZnO is 3.3eV. When, it is doped
with metals like Cd and Mg, band-gap energy changes to a
range of 2.8 to 4.8 [7]. ZnO has some advantages over other
common semiconductors like GaN. The first advantage is

the availability of a natural substrate for it. The second is
that alloy system of BCDZnQEFO is more adapted thanGHIJKLMNO. This becomes important when we try to form
an active device layer far from the surface in a hetero
structure. These two properties make ZnO to have less
defects than GaN and so dark current in ZnO is smaller than
GaN[8, 9]. Responsivity of a detector(R) consists of two
steps: 1- Quick process because of electron-hole Generation.
2- Oxygen chemical absorption. Oxide on the material
surface is formed; a layer of electron-hole pair is formed
that reduce the conductance. When the detector is exposed
on UV, generated holes move on the surface and negative
charges are neutralized by oxidation process, so the
electrons are gathered at anode, electrical conductivity and
light absorption is increased, responsivity can be determined
by equation(1):

P = QR
S.TU (8)

Where R is responsivity, λ is the wavelength and η is
quantum efficiency that expresses as:

ηα(1 � VWσX) (9)

σ denotes the absorption coefficient and a is the length
of active area. As it is clear from the equation; by increasing
absorption coefficient, quantum efficiency will be increased
too. As a result, responsivity is improved too. It should be
noted that the increase in the length of active area, with
more quantum efficiency but increases the response time.

IV. SIMULATION
Following equations for simulation has been used [10]:

YZ = [\Ψ](^_)[`Ψ�(�)]′�μΨ�(��)[�	Ψ
(��)]′
�Ψ�(��)�����(�)�′�μ���(�)[��Ψ (!")]′ (10)

#$ = μΨ%(&')[(Ψ)(*)]′+Ψ,(-.)[/0Ψ1(23)]′
μΨ4(56)789:;(<)=′>?@A(B)[CDΨE(FG)]′ (11)

Where m = n + ik is the refractive index of the sphere
relative to the ambient medium, x=ka is the size parameter,
a the radius of the sphere, k =2π/λ is the wave number, and
λ the wavelength, μ is the ratio of the magnetic permeability
of the sphere to the magnetic permeability of the ambient
medium that is usually equal to 1. ψH and IJK(u) = ψL(u) +
iyM(u) are spherical Bessel functions. Efficiency (Q) and the
absorption coefficient (σNOP) leads to the following
equation:

QRST = QUVW + QXYZ or σ[\] = σ^_` + σa�� (12)

���� = 	
�	 
 (2� + 1)(|�|� + |��|�)∞��� (13)

���� = �
�� 
 (2� + 1)��(� + !")∞#$% (14)
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The Simulation results for wavelengths λ =400, 500 and 600 nm are shown in Fig.6, Fig.7 and Fig.8.
Simulation result shows that the absorption efficiency is not
appropriate for some diameter of nanoparticles. Absorption
efficiency is maximum for nanoparticles with radius a =
52nm, a = 47nm and a = 25nm in the wavelength of λ =
400nm, λ = 500nm and λ = 600nm respectively. Since the
nanoparticles act as a light trap and increase carrier life
time, rate of generation and transition of carriers will be
increased; recombination rate of electron – hole pairs
mitigated, so the dark current, noise beats (recombination
from electron - hole), thermal noise (due to random motion
charges) decline.

Figure 6. Absorption and scattering efficiency in exchange for λ = 400nm

Figure 7. Absorption and scattering efficiency in exchange for λ = 500nm

Figure 8. Absorption and scattering efficiency in exchange for λ = 600nm

To indicate the influence of each parameter n, k on the
absorption efficiency and help to select appropriate
materials, we do simulate for different values per m=1+i,
1+4i, 1+8i, 4+i, 8+i. Simulation results are shown in Fig.9
and Fig.10. According to Fig.9 any part of the larger
imaginary and real part does not change then the efficient
absorption declines strongly. Fig.10 shows that the real part
variations less effect on the absorption efficiency.

Figure 9. The quantum efficiency for fixed n.

V. CONCLUSION
Au nanoparticles have high absorption coefficient, so the

charges depict very high transition. That's why optical
current increase, dark current, recombination electron - hole
and noise decrease. Quantum efficiency and response
depends on photon absorption coefficient. An increase in
the absorption coefficient was achieved using nanoparticles.
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Figure 10. The quantum efficiency for fixed k.

Optical properties of photodetector was found to be related
to nanoparticle diameters.

Nanoparticles diameter are usually 5-100nm. If the
diameter of nanoparticles are more than this values, light
will not be absorbed efficiently, and smaller than this values
charge transition through channels becomes less and
scattering is increased. In addition to nanoparticle diameter
must be attention to n, k parameters.

The free electrons are lower for Au, leading to surface
Plasmon resonance in the visible. The resonance frequency
can be tuned by varying the dielectric constant and
nanoparticle diameter. When a small nanoparticle is
irradiated by light and the nanoparticle size is much smaller
than the wavelength of light, the electric field of the light is
constant and can be neglected of electrodynamic.

When the particle size increases, dynamic depolarization
occurs and conduction electrons across the particle no
longer move in stage. This leads to a reduction in the
depolarization field at the centre of the particle.
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